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ABSTRACT
SHAD is the Scalable High-performance Algorithms and Data-
structures C++ library, providing general purpose building
blocks and supporting high-level custom utilities. SHAD is
designed with scalability, flexibility, productivity, and portabil-
ity in mind, and serves as a playground for research in parallel
programming models, runtime systems, and, their applications.
SHAD’s portability is achieved through the Abstract Runtime
Interface, which decouples the upper layers of the library and
hides the low level details of the underlying architecture. This
layer enables SHAD to support by different platforms, via
different runtimes, e.g., Intel TBB and global memory and
threading (GMT). However, current backends targeting dis-
tributed systems, rely on a centralized controller which limits
scalability up to hundreds of nodes and creates a network hot
spot due to all to one communication for synchronization, re-
sulting in degraded performance at high process counts. In
this research, we explore the scalability and performance of
SHAD when interfacing with HPX, the C++ standard library
for parallelism and concurrency, as the underlying backend.

INTRODUCTION
Recent Big Data and Exascale system architectures have pre-
sented challenges to both industry and the research commu-
nity, expecting software solutions to be scalable on such com-
plex systems. SHAD, a high-performance algorithm and data-
structure library, providing scalability, flexibility, productivity,
and portability, is designed to address these challenges [1].
SHAD consists of three layers. The upper layer, called SHAD
extensions, contains high-level libraries obtained by compos-
ing data structures and/or other extensions, e.g., graph library.
The middle layer provides general purpose data structures,
e.g., Array, Vector, Set, and Map. The bottom layer is an Ab-
stract Runtime Interface, which abstracts underlying hardware
systems and manages remote procedures execution and data
movements.

In this work, we first describe the design of Abstract Runtime
Interface of SHAD and then employ HPX, a C++ standard
library for concurrency and parallelism as the backend [2].

2. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first present the Abstract Runtime Interface
in Sect. 2.1, then describe HPX in Sect. 2.2, and demonstrate

how HPX supports remote calls for SHAD and the benefits of
using HPX in Sect.2.3.

2.1 ABSTRACT RUNTIME INTERFACE
The Abstract Runtime Interface relies on three main concepts:
locality, task, and handles. A locality is denoted as an entity
wherein the memory is directly accessible. A locality can be a
node in a cluster, a core, or a NUMA domain. A task is the ba-
sic unit of computation, which can be executed synchronously
or asynchronously on any locality. Handles are identifiers for
spawning tasks and can be used to check the completion of a
task. Note that multiple tasks can be associated to the same
handle, forming a task group.

[async]ExecuteAt [asynchronously] execute a function on 
a given locality.

[async]ExecuteAtWithRet [asynchronously] execute a 
function with a return value on a given locality.

[async]ExecuteOnAll [asynchronously] execute a function 
on all localities.

[async]ForEachAt [asynchronously] execute a parallel 
loop on a given locality.

[async]ForEachOnAll [asynchronously] execute a parallel 
loop on all localities.

WaitForCompletion wait for the completion of 
asynchronous tasks.

Locality Task Handles

[async] dma [asynchronously] copy data to or from a 
[remote] location.

Figure 1. Main methods offered by abstract runtime interface.

The Abstract Runtime Interface offers several methods for
(asynchronous) task execution, including methods to check for
the completion of asynchronous tasks, as shown in Figure 1.



2.2 HPX
HPX is a C++ standard library for concurrency and parallelism,
with the following major components.

• A threading system which manages the lightweight threads
and ensures working-stealing and work-sharing policies.

• A parcel transport system, which implements active mes-
sages that are used to encapsulate remote calls.

• An active global address space (AGAS), which spans a
global address space over all localities.

• Local control objects, which support controlling paralleliza-
tion, synchronization and hide latency.

• A performance counter which provides a means of monitor-
ing system metrics.

2.3 SHAD + HPX
We investigate the scalability and performance of SHAD when
mapping its runtime interface to HPX, as shown in Figure 2.
If an action or a remote procedure is called on a global object
of SHAD, AGAS would ensure that the global object could be
transparently migrated from one locality to another locality.
Specially, AGAS would resolve the address and deliver the
active message to the responding locality and enqueue it in the
locality’s thread scheduler.
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Figure 2. SHAD + HPX.

When interfacing with HPX, SHAD benefits from fine-grained
parallelism, message driven computation, constraint-based
synchronization, overlapping computation and communica-
tion, and minimal overheads from the lightweight threading
system.

EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the scalability and performance
of the proposed design. The experiments have been run on
a cluster where each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon
E5-2680 v2 CPUs working at 2.8 GHz and 768GB of memory
per node. Each socket of a compute node is used as one
locality. We have conducted the experiment using SHAD STL
algorithms with the SHAD Array data structure.

Performance on one locality: We first test the execution
time of each STL algorithms varying the size of the data from
1 billion to 10 billion, and finally to 100 billion elements.

Figure 3. SHAD STL algorithms performance using SHAD Array.

We observed a linear increasing execution time, as shown in
Figure 3. Note that we choose one algorithm from the each
category of STL algorithms for the sake of simplicity.

Figure 4. Weak scaling using SHAD array for STL algorithms when
inserting 1 billion elements per locality.

Performance on multiple localities: We also run the exper-
iments on multiple localities and increase the cores from 10
to 40. Figure 4 illustrates the scalability and performance
of SHAD array and SHAD STL algorithms. The experimen-
tal results show that the SHAD STL algorithms have almost
linearly weak scaling performance. Note that for the reduce
algorithm we did not observe speedup when increasing the
core count from 10 to 20, which corresponds to crossing the
NUMA boundaries.
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